PRODUCT INFORMATION
SMOKE and SPICE - RB/FB/HT - Matured under the

influence of 3 different cask woods: RB (Re-use American Whisky
Barrels) / FB (First-fill Bourbon Staves) / HT (Heavy Toast Heads)
The Mossburn Signature Casks range of whiskies showcase the typical
characters of Scotland’s regional malts. This is an exemplary expression
of the island style of Malt Whisky, with further influence from our
signature cask bill designed specifically to enhance the characteristics
we love in coastal malts.
Product

Blend of Island Single Malt Scotch Whiskies

ABV

46%

Volume

750ml

Pack size

6

UPC

8-10913-03001-4

Non chill-filtered, not colored
Tasting Notes
No doubting the signature Island smoke and spice immediately
apparent on the nose, but this is more a seductive clove and pot-pourri
spice rather than medicinal coastal woodsmoke. The oak influence is
more visible in the flavor with a touch of tannin and spice on the initial
taste which mellows with heathery dried fruit and more pepper coming
through later. The finish is long with a little dry fiery kick at the close.

PRODUCER SUMMARY
At Mossburn we only produce handcrafted whiskies of the highest quality,
selected from our own aging stock.
This Blended Malt is an excellent
example that illustrates the classic
regional flavors of a well-balanced,
complex Scotch Malt Whisky.
The master blender has chosen a
A blend of Single Malt Scotch Whiskies
number of mature whiskies from
distilled in the Island regions of Scotland
different Scottish Island distilleries
that illustrate the typical smoky,
phenolic maritime flavors of a traditional peated malt whisky.
These whiskies were aged in American Oak barrels prior to their initial
blending and were then matured for a second period in our proprietary
Mossburn Casks. These casks were first fill ex-Bourbon barrels with
toasted virigin European heads which provide additional smoky spice
and an increased depth. Bottled at 46% alc./vol. without any coloring or
chill filtration.
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